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Wabi Sabi textile box
Let go of perfection and discover the path to stitching happiness with a Wabi Sabi textile box.

Using a variety of fabrics and stitches, create a pretty fabric box inspired by the Japanese art of ‘Wabi Sabi’. The
concept teaches that we don’t have to be perfect – in fact, it is the imperfections that make us all unique and
amazing people. This is also true of the things we make.

Once you start stitching this project, you will start to unwind and time will simply slip away. This is because once
you fully engage your creative brain, the other part that deals with stress and anxiety cannot be active anymore.

You will need:
30cm x 30cm piece of felt for the lid
29cm x 29cm piece of calico, or cotton fabric for the base
29cm x 29cm piece of heavyweight iron-on interfacing
An assortment of decorative fabric scraps, some plain and some simply patterned (the featured box uses a
selection of cyanotype, rust and shibori hand dyed fabrics)
Selection of embroidery threads, such as Japanese Sashiko, crochet cotton or stranded embroidery cottons
Iron-on hemming web
Cotton sewing thread
Chenille needle
Fabric scissors
Ruler and pencil
Iron

https://mywi.thewi.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/thewi
http://twitter.com/womensinstitute
http://instagram.com/womensinstitute
http://www.youtube.com/womensinstitute
http://behindthedoorof104.blogspot.co.uk/
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A note on colour theory
Don’t be afraid to put lots of different colours together in this project. In the Western world we are typically more
reserved with our use of colour. If we look to other cultures, they often blend many more colours in 1 piece of
textiles. In Japan for example it is believed that all colours come from nature, therefore they all go together. So be
brave and put red with green then add pink!

To make

1. Iron interfacing to box base, then with fabric side uppermost, fold the 4 corners into the centre rather like the
back of an envelope; press folds in place. Now fold 1 straight side into the centre and press; repeat with opposite
straight side so they butt together down the centre, you now have a rectangle. Finally, fold the 2 short sides up, to
butt together at the centre, forming a small square; press.

Wabi Sabi moment 1
Above is your first real taste of Wabi Sabi. Remember this is a sewing project and not origami. If your cut lines
and folds are a bit uneven it does not matter, instead it adds character.
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2. While still folded, mark the 4 corners of the small square with a pencil then unfold the whole piece. Lay a ruler
against 2 of the marks and draw a line from each mark to the outer edge of the fabric. Repeat with the second set
of marks, as shown. Now cut along the lines just up to the corner marks. Set base to the side then repeat steps 1
and 2 with your lid felt square, ignoring the reference to interfacing.

3. Ignoring the cut lines in the felt, place your assortment of fabrics on top so they cover the entire surface,
remember to leave plenty of space for stitching, so no overcomplicated patterns or small pieces. Once the felt is
covered, iron tiny pieces of hemming web under each piece to anchor them in place.

Wabi Sabi moment 2
Do not overthink your fabric layout. Pick the fabrics up quickly and get them onto the background – if you are
prone to procrastination limit your time on this part. Hemming web is a fantastic tool to use instead of pins, as
stitching is not as relaxing when you keep stabbing yourself!

4. Now thread up your needle and start to stitch. Don’t worry about what stitches to use, start with simple running
stitch – they do not need to be straight and can be different lengths. Be as adventurous as you like: use cross
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stitch, herringbone, seed stitch, stars and even make up your own stitches, as long as you enjoy the process.

Loosely cover the whole piece with stitches then go back over, rather than working densely in 1 section. Now,
using hemming web, stick the fabric edges down along each side of your cut lines to seal all the fabrics and
threads in place then, recut along the slits through all layers of fabric; place top to the side.

Wabi Sabi moment 3
If you find it hard to stop overthinking the colours then keep your threads to the side. Each time you need a new
thread, pick it up without looking and having already decided where you will stitch next. Also remember to never
cut a strand longer than the distance from your hand to your elbow, or your thread will start to become distressed
– and if your thread gets distressed so will you.

4. Lay the base piece out flat, with interfacing uppermost, and cut lines running vertically from you. Fold over the 2
triangular sides again so their points meet at the centre. Using matching sewing thread, hem in place around all
edges. Now fold the same triangular sections along the next foldlines, to stand upright in line with the cuts, to form
the first 2 sides of the box. Next fold the loose sections of the same triangles in at right angles, overlapping their
ends to form the third side of the box, and hold together with a stitch. Now fold up and over the pointed section
furthest from you, so that its point meets the others at the centre of the base.

Don’t worry if it’s slightly off, it is Wabi Sabi after all. Again, sew these sides to the inside of the box and add small
holding stitches along the inner and outer edges if you want them to sit flatter. Repeat with final side to complete
the box base.

5. Repeat step 4 with your decorated top section, laying it face down on to begin. Now that you have completed
your box, you can use it to store whatever you want – from jewellery to sewing supplies.

Wabi Sabi moment 4
The possibilities for your next box are endless. What about using memorable fabrics such as baby clothes and
using it for all the keepsakes from baby’s first year, or parts of a wedding dress and storing the wedding album?

When you look at your watch and think, ‘oh, where did the last few hours go?’ you’ll know you’ve really got into
the swing of Wabi Sabi stitching.
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About the maker
Credit: BEX RAVEN

Bex Raven is a member of Garden Village WI, Wrexham. She has been teaching for 20 years and travels
throughout the UK to run workshops and talks. She also exhibits her work at national venues. Bex Raven has also
shared her expertise on the power of Wabi Sabi in an exclusive feature for Healthy Living & Wellbeing week.

Are you a professional creative maker or do you craft as a hobby? Would you like to have your projects featured
on My WI? Then please get in touch, we’d love to hear from you and see what you’ve been up to.

Email: k.phipps@nfwi-unit.org.uk
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